In humans and mice, coding mutations in GDF5 can lead to a broad spectrum of skeletal 49 abnormalities including short stature, misregistered and malformed joints, and missing digits.(4, 50 6-11) More prevalent, however, is the link established in several Genome-Wide Association 51 Studies (GWAS) between common single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) spanning a 130 kb 52 interval containing This interval reflects an underlying haplotype found 53 in hundreds of millions of people worldwide, the frequency of which has been attributable to a 54 SNP residing within a growth plate enhancer (GROW1) that affects long bone size. (7 To study how Gdf5 loss-of-function impacts hip morphology, the BALB/cJ bp 3J strain was used, 80 in which a CG dinucleotide is replaced by a single T at position 876 within the Gdf5 coding 81 sequence(4, 15) truncating the entire mature sequence and rendering the allele non-functional.
82
Mice with two copies of this allele (bp/bp) lack Gdf5 and exhibit the classic brachypodism 83 phenotype, while mice with one copy (bp/+) have no overt developmental abnormalities.(6) 84 Since the typical breeding strategy for this line generates bp/bp and bp/+ animals, we used bp/+ 85 mice as controls in this study as they are indistinguishable from wild type mice. To study the 86 impact of broad regulatory regions on Gdf5 function, two transgenic FVB-NJ strains were also Euthanized adult 8-week old mice were subjected to cartilage and bone skeletal staining 97 protocols using Alcian blue and Alizarin red, respectively. In brief, euthanized mice were 98 skinned, eviscerated, and muscle surrounding most long bones and axial tissues was removed.
99
The specimens were then ethanol dehydrated, acetone treated, Alcian blue/Alizarin red S stained, Supplementary Table S2 . In this study, we investigated the influence that Gdf5 and its broad regulatory domains have on 173 hip morphology, in the context of shape parameters relevant to OA, DDH, and dislocation. We Indeed, this is the first study to not only demonstrate a direct link between Gdf5 loss-of-185 function and hip dysmorphology in mice but to demonstrate that loss of Gdf5 influences 9 186 proximal femur and acetabular morphology in a manner concordant with known hip joint 187 features that are clinically relevant to hip ailments. Interestingly, unlike prior observations that 188 the bp/bp knee joint is completely dysmorphic,(6) gross morphology of its hip joint appeared 189 relatively normal. However, our use of quantitative imaging approach revealed that fine-grained 190 features of both the proximal femur and acetabulum were significantly affected. The anatomical 191 alterations that we observed have been either directly linked to hip OA risk in humans (e.g. sequences influence local GDF5 expression levels in developing hip structures, leading to subtle 233 alterations in hip morphology that, in turn, predispose the joint to injury and subsequent 234 degeneration. It is also possible that such variants act to decrease GDF5 levels in matured adult 235 hips and that this may also influence OA risk by impairing homeostasis in healthy joints or by 236 accelerating degeneration due to injury. The development of a conditional allele for disrupting 237 Gdf5 expression at specific pre-and postnatal time-points and spatial domains, along with the 238 targeted deletion of its hip joint enhancers will be essential for teasing apart potential roles of 
